COLOR TOLERANCE -
We use color matching software to help verify the press is calibrated for the correct color.
• COLOR TOLERANCE OF 3 dE

QUANTITY TOLERANCES-
Standard Sizes (Qty: over 1,000 per SKU): +/- 5%
Standard Sizes (Qty: Under 1,000 per SKU): +/-25/50 Bags
We will produce within the above listed tolerance margins of your desired quantity. The total number of bags printed and shipped will be reflected in your final payment. If we ship above your desired quantity, your remaining balance will be more. If we ship below your desired quantity, your remaining balance will be less.

TIN TIE PLACEMENT-
TOLERANCE OF (+/-)1/8” ALL DIRECTIONS

LONG SEAL ALIGNMENT -
• (+/-)1/16” TOLERANCE

VALVE PLACEMENT -
• Note valve placement within design to allow for a (+/-)1/8” TOLERANCE

QUAD SEAL TOLERANCE -
• Seams will be uniform from top to bottom
• (+/-)1/8” TOLERANCE

ARTWORK ALIGNMENT-
• Ensure all artwork (logos, words) are centered
• Standard artwork TOLERATION OF (+/-)1/16”
• May show bleed from previous print

CUT TOLERANCE -
• May show bleed from previous print
• Overall cut TOLERANCE IS (+/-)1/16”

Proofs are printed and laminated with the same process as your finished bags however the proof may feel thinner due to not going through the bag forming process. Please refer to the Roastar branded bag, sent with your proof, as an example of your finished bag.

FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE